
The Short Story, Novel, and 
Poem

A Submission Guide



About Me

- I’ve always liked writing.
- Vancouver Film School Screenwriting Program in 2008
- Writer’s Guild of Canada Diverse Screenwriters Program (West) 2012
- Second Rounder for Austin Film Festival Screenwriting Competition 2013
- Pivot to Literary in 2017 (Java Mausoleum in Ricepaper Magazine)

- It’s about the Short Story
- Seven Muses of Harry Salcedo 2018
- Elevator Lady and Diaspora Dialogues 2019
- The Future



Literary Submissions

-Most Common Formats for Submission Pieces:

- Short Story

- Poetry

- Creative Non-fiction

- Novel



The Short Story

“A story with a fully developed theme but significantly shorter and less elaborate 
than a novel.” (Oxford)

-Different genres

-Word count limits -- 1,500-5,000

-Recommended word count: 2,500-3,000

-Submissions and competitions usually have their word count guidelines around 
2,500.



Personal Examples

-Elevator Lady - word count 2471

Long-listed for CBC Short Story Prize (2019)

-Not All Bears Drink Mead - word count 2217

Published in Immersion Anthology (Dark Helix Press, 2019)

-Capsule - word count 2130 

Published in Seagery Zine 2019





Microfiction

Like a short story, but much, much shorter.

World count limits: 200-1,500

Recommended word count: 700-1,000

A common competition piece with multiple submissions all year.



Personal Examples

- The Door - word count 237
- Published in Issue 4 of First Page Literature (2020)

- The Tao of Moving On - word count 1,138
- Published in Ricepaper Magazine (2018)

- Guide to Canadian Urban Wildlife - word count 1,434
- Published in Ricepaper Magazine (2017)
- Reprinted in Philippine Canadian News.com (2018)





Longer Short Stories

Novelette - Common example, too short for a novella and too long for a 
conventional short story.

Word counts of 10,000 or more.

Publications that accept longer word counts:

Carte Blanche - 4,000 words

Grain and American Short Fiction - 5,000 words

Clarkesworld - 10,000-15,000 words max



Poetry

“Literary work in which special intensity is given to the expression of feelings and 
ideas by the use of distinctive style and rhythm.” (Oxford)

Freestyle - not bound by a specific form.

Generally shorter than short stories between 50-250 word counts.

“Postcard Stories” - Poetry suited for prose writers.

A story so short it can fit on a postcard. Postcard stories are often associated with 
an image. They provide a sort of snapshot of a moment in time.

-Geist has a yearly competition that involves postcard stories.



Personal Examples

-Ambivalence

Published in Vancouver Writer’s Fest Books and Ideas Newsletter

-Frostbite and Contempt

Published in Voice and Verse Poetry Magazine Issue 56 “Home”

-Insomnia and Jogging

Published in Social Distanziner Issue 3





Creative Non-Fiction

The Personal Narrative

-Essay format, memoir writing

-Usually a specific life event that plays with theme.

-Very close to a short story format.

-Blurring lines between fiction and non-fiction



Personal Examples

-Java Mausoleum - word count: 2490

Published in Ricepaper Magazine (2017)

Prologue in The Seven Muses of Harry Salcedo (2018)

-Finding William Flores - word count: 390

Featured post in Medium (2019)

-Southeast by Southwest - word count: 1,590

Forthcoming in Write to Move Anthology (2021)





The Novel

“A fictitious prose narrative of book length typically representing character and 
action with some degree of realism.” (Oxford)

Word count would depend on genre.

Nanowrimo - 50,000 words (180-200 pages double-spaced)

Recommended - 65,000 words (~300 pages)

Fantasy or Speculative Fiction - 100,000 words or more (~400 pages)



Novella

-A short novel or long short story

-Word Count - 20,000 to 40,000

-I don’t recommend writing a novella if you’re aiming to sell or publish the story.

-If your word count is 30,000-40,000, expand it to 50,000 to make it a short novel.

-If your word count is 20,000-30,000, cut it down to 12,000-15,000 as a novelette 
to be included in a short story collection OR if it’s a fantasy, submit it to 
publications that take novelettes like Clarkesworld



The Seven Muses of Harry Salcedo

Published by Dark Helix Press under ACWW Books Imprint

Final Word Count - 48,876

Classified as a short novel or novella length

Originally a short story collection, but ACWW encouraged me to rewrite as a 
novel.





Short Story Collection

If you have a sizeable piece of work, like a novelette and a bunch of short stories, 
you can compile them into a collection.

Joined by a common theme.

Usually composed of 7 to 9 pieces.

Interconnected short stories where recurring characters and setting connect the 
individual short stories that make it read like a novel rather than disparate stories.



Terminal Cities

Contains Elevator Lady, The Door, Capsule

Submitted to Diaspora Dialogues (2019)

Current Word Count: 47,178

Has recurring anti-hero told through perspectives of different characters.

Currently looking for representation - three stories being shopped around.



Suggestions

1) Know why you’re writing this piece.
a) Chasing Trends

2) Your first and foremost goal is to serve your story.
a) Forget word counts

3) Write and edit your story to the best version possible and shelve it.
a) Create a catalogue of written work.
b) This way when submissions come along, you have a body of work to choose from.
c) Allows you to avoid chasing trends.


